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Welcome to the Writers Newsletter
Jolene's eBooks and More and Webs and Blogs For Writers is creating a
monthly newsletter for its readers and writers of their blogs. Bringing together
helpful information for writers, book reviews for readers and other articles they
have written that you might enjoy reading about.
We will be posting synopsis and links to the latest, greatest and something we
thought might need to be revisited articles from all of our writing, writers and
readers websites included in that list is Jolene's eBooks and more Blog Posts,
Jolene's eBooks and More Store Updates and Sales, Webs and Blogs For
Writers Tips Articles and Discounts for author services offered on that website,
Women Detectives Information Blog articles, Will You Remember Me biography
writing blog articles, and our editorial blog for just the fun of it called What The
Hell Blog..
Occasionally, we will post current or previous articles we have posted to the
women writer's fan sites we have created and maintained over the years
including the Mrs. Pollifax Blog, Sandra West Prowell Fan Site, Barbara
Comfort Fan Site and the Janie Bolitho Fan Site. None of these great writers
had websites of their own so we created them for them. Sadly, now each of
them has passed away but they and their writing deserve to be remembered. If
you haven't read any of their books and like a good mystery then please check
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them out
and read a couple of their books.
Past Issues

Local Author Expos Great For Marketing
Finding and participating in Local Author Expos in your area is a great inexpensive
way to promote yourself and your books that you have published. Of course, when
you are going somewhere in person and promoting your books you are going to need
to bring some copies to sell (at least a dozen or so) maybe one or two to give away
as a door prize that the organizer might be having. You will need your business card
with your name and website, social media information on it to give away to everyone
who walks by and a few inexpensive items for people to pick up and take with them
like a bookmark, some candy or even pens/pencils with your name or book title on
them. Something that they may keep to remind them later to buy a copy of your
book.
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Self Publishing
with
Smashwords
Self-publishing your
book in eBook format
using Smashwords is
a pretty good deal.
Their process is fairly

Books About
Writing
Biographies
We have been

Our Featured
Writer - Tamar
Myers
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easy to
learn, they
Past Issues
distribute the eBooks
on a wide variety of
networks when they
approve you for their
Premium Catalog
including Barnes and
Noble, Apple iBooks,
and more. They offer
several FREE eBooks
for authors about
formatting your eBook
correctly, marketing
your eBook and they
have lots of help
pages as well. A great
marketing tool is to
have a special price
for library copies and
tell your local libraries
about your book is
available on the
Overdrive Library
section at a special
price for them. Most
local library systems
want to buy books by
local authors.

browsing the writing
sites and bookstores
for reference we could
get to help us on our
journey to writing a
sellable biography. I
already have a subject
or two in mind to write
about and have begun
my research using
some of the online
research sites we have
mentioned in our
previous posts. It is
almost time to bite the
bullet and try to
organize all this
research into a
cohesive form and
write an outline for the
book. And along the
way, we discovered
that we might need to
invest in a decent
photo program that
can improve pictures
that we have scanned
to include in the story.
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Share our
Newsletter with your
family and friends
so they can enjoy
the next issue.
CLICK HERE TO
JOIN

Our featured women
detective writer this
month is Tamar Myers.
She writes the Abigail
Timberlake in the Den
of Antiquity series. She
also writes two other
series but we are
focusing on this one
this month. Ms. Myers
was born in the Congo
in a missionary village
and her latest series is
focused in that area.
She started writing
when she was in
college and tried to get
published but she
never hit until over 20
years later. Now there
is no stopping her. We
like the Den of
Antiquity series as it Translate
has fun titles, quirky
characters and
actually comes to an
end. Cozy mysteries
are always great to
read as they take an
unlikely person as the
“detective” and in this
case an antique
dealer.
Read More
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